[Superillusions (a new category of visual illusions)].
The author describes special type of visual illusion, specific to man, which he calls "super-illusion". It results from an erroneous decoding of a true visual perception, which in the observer's eye is in itself expected to be an illusory distortion of reality. The attached drawings (Fig. 1, 2, 3) illustrate the discussed forms of visual perception, and its possible distortion. Fig. 1: Undistorted, normal visual perception. Appropriate interpretation of a visual signal. A leaf is seen as a leaf. Fig. 2: "Appropriate" visual perception and interpretation of the defense mechanism called crypsis. Crypsis here serves its original purpose--visual illusion. Anaea butterfly, a leaf mimic, is perceived as a leaf. Fig. 3: "Inappropriate" interpretation of undistorted visual signal. Anticipation of crypsis, which is not present. A leaf is perceived as a leaf mimicking butterfly. This phenomenon, called "super-illusion" (anticipatory visual illusion) is common in entomologists--lepitopterists.